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__________________________________
_
David.

Please distribute the subject document to the larger group at the Emissions Allowance Meeting on Monday
August 11, 2011 for review. For your ease of reference, this includes: Bill Blackburn, Mike Thompson,
Mike Mattox, Bob Berry, Eric Robeson, Mark Hite, Tom Shaw, Mark Bertrum, you and myself.

Lindsay. FYI. Not sure this item is ready for the Environmental Group Strategic meeting Wednesday
afternoon but wanted you to be aware of the document under review. The persons in addition to those
noted for the meeting on Wednesday include David Crockett, James Haner, Marty Littrel, Mark Bailey and
yourself.

Al.
_____

From: David Spainhoward
Sent: Monday, August 22, 2011 1:09 PM
To: Albert Yockey; Tom Shaw; Mark Bertram
Subject: CSAPR-HMP&L Station Two contract review paper
Importance: High

Folks:

Please see attached re-draft of the paper I was asked to prepare at the Emission
Allowance Group Meeting. Thank you for your comments. I have incorporated your
comments and am prepared to distribute to the larger group if you wish.

Please let me know next step.

David
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		Draft August 22, 2011



Big Rivers/HMP&L Contracts review regarding the new law effective January 1, 2012 known as “Cross State Air Pollution Rule” (CSAPR).

I was asked at the Emissions Allowance Group Meeting of August 15, 2011 to review the 1970 Station Two contracts as amended (“Contracts”) between Big Rivers and HMP&L and note potential amendments to the Contracts that Big Rivers may want to consider resulting from the CSAPR.  I believe my charge is to develop a document and report findings back to the Emissions Allowance Group.

My review consists of the Contracts, and more specifically amendments in 1993 (added scrubber to Station Two), 1998 (LG&E Transaction), 2005 (added SCRs to Station Two), and letter agreement in 2009.  In addition I have reviewed the current and prior Designated Representative Agreements (DR Agreement).

While I have performed a reasonably thorough review, my review was and is not intended to be a legal review of the documents.   It is my understanding that CSAPR supersedes the current CAIR program beginning January 1, 2012 as it regards SO2 and annual NOx and May 1, 2012 for ozone season NOx.  It is also my understanding that the CSAPR creates a new type of SO2 and NOx allowance allocation and surrender program in that the pre-2012 CAIR allowances will be removed from all BREC/HMP&L compliance accounts and therefore have no value or benefit to Big Rivers or Station Two on and after January 1, 2012.  The Title IV acid rain program allowances (SO2 only) that were the basis of the CAIR allocations will continue to be monitored and reported under the Clean Air Act Title IV Acid Rain Program which is separate from CSAPR.   

It is also my understanding that where historically Big Rivers has been long on SO2 allowances (for both CAIR and Acid Rain Program) and nearly a break even on NOx allowances (CAIR) the new CSAPR will at some point (by or before 2014) create a situation where Big Rivers as a system (including Station Two), and Station Two as stand-alone units, will be short of SO2 allowances on an annual basis.  While Big Rivers system is anticipated to be short of NOx allowances by 2014 (according to Tom Shaw, based on 2010 generation, both seasonal and annual NOx will be short in 2012), Station Two continues to be long.  I will also review the Station Two contracts in regard to “Potential CSAPR Compliance Options” as presented to Big Rivers Board by Mr. Eric Robeson on August 19, 2011.

As a note, it is my understanding that the Clean Air Act amendments (Title IV Acid Rain Program) resulted in allocation of SO2 allowances (which have a dual use in CAIR).  It is further my understanding that CSAPR does not eliminate Title IV requirements.  This means simply that Big Rivers currently receives approximately 52,000 SO2 allowances annually and emits only about ½ that amount annually under Title IV and will continue to do so after January 1, 2012.

 2005 Amendments

1.  WHEREAS (page 2), the Parties agreed that Station Two should be equipped with a selective catalytic reduction system by May 2004 so as to comply with applicable provisions of the Federal Environmental Protection Agency’s 1998 NOx SIP Call (63 Fed. Reg. 57356), which was promulgated pursuant to Section 110 of the Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. 7410, and implemented in Kentucky by Regulation 401 KAR 51:160 (such NOx SIP Call, as implemented in Kentucky and in effect on the date of these 2005 Amendments to Contracts, being herein referred to as the “Current NOx SIP Regulations”).  This section is fine and needs no change since it represents the agreement and laws/regulations in effect at the time.

2. Section 2.35 “Federal and Kentucky NOx Regulations” shall mean the Current NOx SIP Regulations, as the same may be hereafter approved, modified or supplemented by regulations or other action of the Federal Environmental Protection Agency, including, without limitation, any modification that results in a reduction or an increase in the NOx allowances or emission credits allotted to Station Two or Unit 6 of the City’s Station One Power Plant, or otherwise amended, modified or supplemented, and shall include any laws, rules or regulations enacted, issued or adopted in lieu of any of the foregoing, but only to the extent they regulate or restrict NOx emissions.  This is the first place Big Rivers might want to consider updating the definition to include the new CSAPR.  Big Rivers and HMP&L might want to also consider removing all references to Station One.  

3. Section 2.53 “Station Two SCR Inlet NOx Tons” shall mean, for a NOx season, the Station Two SCR inlet NOx tons for such NOx Season as measured by the inlet NOx duct monitors or calculated by mutual agreement in the event the inlet NOx duct monitors are not monitoring or functioning properly or sufficiently to calculate to Station Two SCR Inlet NOx Tons.  I have been told that the inlet NOx duct monitors are not subjected to the same QA/QC procedures as compared to the Continuous Emissions Monitoring System (CEMS) and therefore do not offer a dependable Station Two SCR Inlet NOx Tons for the NOx Season (either seasonal or annual calculations).  If this is the case, Big Rivers and HMP&L should discuss and reach a documented agreement regarding a calculation to appropriately determine the Station Two SCR Inlet NOx Tons for a NOx Season.  In the alternative, Big Rivers and HMP&L should consider performing whatever maintenance or replacement necessary to make sure the referenced monitors are working properly.  Failure to resolve this leaves the real possibility of one party or the other receiving more allowances than it would otherwise be entitled to.  Additionally, I understand the calculation currently used to calculate the Station Two SCR Inlet NOx Tons for purposes of Exhibit C to be very time consuming.  

4. Section 4.17(f) of the 2005 Amendments provide that in the event the Allotted Allowances for a NOx season, when first allocated to the Station Two Stack NOx Emissions for such NOx Season are not sufficient to cause all such Station Two NOx emissions to be in compliance with applicable laws then Big Rivers and City shall be responsible for furnishing, in proportion to their respective Actual Station Two Generation Shares of the actual Station Two Generation for that NOx Season, the additional NOx emissions allowances required to comply.  As a note, there is no mention of the SCR operating or not.  Big Rivers must furnish from its own sources allowances required to cover Excess Henderson Energy and/or energy associated with Excess Henderson Capacity, if any.

5. Subsection 4.21 commits Big Rivers and HMP&L to negotiate provisions for the sharing and payment of costs relating to SO3 in the event Federal or Kentucky law and regulations require the treatment of SO3 emissions.  

6. Exhibit D “SCR Ammonia Cost Share” provides for a two year revisit of SCR Ammonia Cost Allocation Formula and provides for other adjustments of SCR Ammonia Cost Allocation Formula.  Big Rivers may want to review this Exhibit to determine if it wants to review the ammonia sharing and possibly revise the allocation formula.  

Big Rivers may want to amend the 2005 Amendments to incorporate the new CSAPR into the contract language in Section 2.35; to clean up language in Section 2.53 (which affects Exhibit C calculations); and possibly revisit the ammonia cost sharing provision in Exhibit D.  Since the 2005 Amendments were executed the law/regulations have changed regarding NOx twice now; first to include the annual NOx and now to include CSAPR.  I would suggest an amendment to reflect the CSAPR, to clarify Section 2.53, and if necessary modify Exhibits C and D.  As Big Rivers’ ability to comply with NOx requirements becomes more difficult and the possibility of NOx allowances becoming more expensive, I believe Big Rivers should make every effort to amend the agreement as quickly as possible after the final rules are in place to avoid any misunderstandings between Big Rivers and HMP&L.

       Designated Representative Agreement

1. The Designated Representative (“DR”)/Alternate Designated Representative (“Alternate DR”) Appointment Agreement dated July 16, 2009 (“DR Agreement”)appointed Steve Noland as the DR and Tom Shaw as the Alternate DR.  This agreement was amended August 9, 2011. The DR and Alternate DR were appointed for the purpose of the CAIR Trading Program, and the Acid Rain Program, and the NOx Budget Trading Program.  They are authorized to represent and legally bind Owner (HMP&L) and Operator (Big Rivers) in matters relating to the described program.  They must obtain consent of the Owner and Operator before exercising authority if the exercise of authority could have a material financial or operational impact on Owner or Operator, or both.   The DR Agreement should be amended to reflect the new CSAPR and any Kentucky regulations which might change as a result of CSAPR once the law/regulations are final or by January 2012 whichever comes first.

1998 Amendments

1.  I find no provision in the 1998 Amendments that would require amending as a result of CSAPR.

1993 Amendments

1. WHEREAS, (Page 2) City and Big Rivers have agreed that Station Two must be equipped with a Flue Gas Desulfurization System (“known herein as the “Station Two FGD System”) to comply with the 1990 Amendments to the Clean Air Act (Acid Rain Act), and.  This paragraph is stating what law/regulation was in effect at the time and does not need to be modified.

2. Section 6.2 “Section 4 IS AMENDED BY ADDING THE FOLLOWING:   

a. Subsection 4.7 All proceeds from the sale of SO2 allowances allocated to Station Two, from whatsoever source, in excess of those needed for Station Two operation shall be divided between City and Big Rivers in the proportions of 17.14% to City and 82.86% to Big Rivers.  The sale of all Station Two allowances shall be approved by the City and Big Rivers.

b. Subsection 4.8 Until such time as a sum equal to the net proceeds of the sale of Station Two SO2 allowances has been paid on the costs of the Station Two FGD system, the parties hereto shall bear such scrubber costs in the proportions of 17.14% to the City and 82.86% to Big Rivers.  Thereafter costs of Station Two FGD System shall be borne in the proportion of capacity allocation established under Section 5.2 of the May 1, 1993 Amendments.

The referenced paragraphs above assume that there will always be surplus SO2 allowances and further that they will be sold.  A letter agreement between WKE and HMP&L dated January 18, 2002 provided that any unused allowances would be split between WKE and HMP&L “in accordance with the percent unit take for that year”.  The 2002 letter agreement was terminated at the Unwind and replaced with a letter agreement between Big Rivers and HMP&L executed by HMP&L on June 23, 2009 but did not become effective until the Unwind (July 16, 2009).  This 2009 letter agreement states “Allowances that are unused may be banked for future use, transferred to another unit account, or sold.”  The split of unused allowances continues to be based on the percent of the unit capacity for that year and are currently divided among the parties, after unit compliance.  There is no provision for supplying SO2 allowances when there are insufficient allowances to comply the Station Two units’ emissions.

I suggest four fixes should be considered:

	a.  An amendment to include the new law CSAPR law/regulation.

	b.  An amendment to recognize potential shortages of SO2 allowances after deducting Station Two emissions from EPA allocation for Station Two.

	c.  Terminating the referenced June 23, 2009 letter agreement, but keeping some of the provisions.

	d.  Determine and document which party is responsible for supplying (and paying for) emission allowances necessary to meet compliance and how that is to be determined.  It should be made clear that Big Rivers has no responsibility to provide SO2 allowances allotted to its other generating units in order to cover any HMP&L shortfall.

Comments Regarding Potential CSAPR Compliance Options

1.  2012 -Reduce Generation from Reid (bank allowances for 2014 and beyond)

	Big Rivers should keep in mind that allowances (whether SO2 or NOx) are split according to the Contract terms for Station Two.  After the split (whether short or long) Big Rivers remaining share of allowances (short or long) belong to Big Rivers.  In every case, allowances from Big Rivers owned generating units belong to Big Rivers.  There is no Contract obligation I am aware of that requires Big Rivers to share with HMP&L any of its allowances or vice versa.  Therefore, Big Rivers could choose to bank its CSAPR and Title IV allowances if there are surpluses.  I am not certain whether or not Title IV SO2 allowances will have any trading value beyond 2012.  I am fairly certain that the CSAPR SO2 and NOx allowances will have a value by and after 2012.

2.  2014 – Reduce Generation to below system requirements and purchase from MISO

	As it pertains to Station Two, Big Rivers is the operator and has the ability to operate Station Two, within reason and under the terms of the contracts, however it deems necessary and economical.  It is important to recognize however that the various operations or shutdowns of Station Two can have a material effect on costs (positive or negative).

3.  2014 – Improve FGD removal efficiency at HMP&L

	Depending on the methods Big Rivers intends to employ to improve FGD efficiency at Station Two, amendments to Contracts may be necessary.  Such as, if Big Rivers intends to install hard assets which could cause a bond issue to HMP&L to pay for both Big Rivers and HMP&L’s share of the equipment, then Big Rivers would need to approve the bond issue.  If equipment is installed which materially changes the FGD removal efficiency or changes the unit net generation output, then a contract amendment may be necessary.  For instance, if the 312 MW net Station Two capacity is reduced, a Contract amendment may be necessary.  These are simply things to keep in mind when planning to improve FGD efficiency at Station Two.

4.  Mothball Reid (can lose allowances if not operated for 2 years) 

	If this becomes a serious consideration, a review of the Contracts should be done to consider any potential cost or other impacts concerning the contractual relationship between HMP&L and Big Rivers regarding Reid unit 1.  

5.  New Scrubber on Wilson

	A new scrubber on Wilson should cause no contractual concern between Big Rivers and HMP&L.

6.  SCR at Green

	If this becomes a serious consideration, a review of the Contracts should be done to consider any potential cost or other impacts concerning the contractual relationship between HMP&L and Big Rivers regarding Green units (e.g. joint use and shared facilities impact).  

7.  Permit Reid to run on gas (burners already installed)

	I do not believe this would cause any contractual concern with HMP&L.  However, a review of the Contracts would be good if this becomes a serious consideration.

8.  Convert Green units to natural gas

	This might require contract and/or easement amendments to the Contracts in order to get the gas line to Green units.  Obviously, this would depend on the route taken.  Big Rivers would likely want to revisit the Contracts with HMP&L regarding cost sharing for FGD waste, reagent preparation, etc.  If this becomes a serious consideration, a review of the Contracts should be done to consider any potential cost or other impacts concerning the contractual relationship between HMP&L and Big Rivers regarding Green units (e.g. joint use and shared facilities impact).  

Summary

The Federal Environmental Protection Agency final rule concerning CSAPR “does not affect any Acid Rain Program requirements” (Federal Register/Vol. 76, No. 152/Monday, August 8, 2011/Rules and Regulations, page 48325, Paragraph C. Interactions with Title IV Acid Rain Program).  “Acid Rain Program requirements are established independently in Title IV of the CAA and are not replaced by the Transport Rule.  Title IV sources that are subject to final Transport Rule provisions still need to continue to comply with all Acid Rain provisions.  Title IV SO2 and NOx requirements continue to apply independently of the Transport Rule provisions.  Title IV SO2 allowances are not allowed to be used in the Transport Rule trading programs.  Similarly, Transport Rule SO2 allowances are not usable in the Acid Rain Program.”  It is my understanding that NOx trading allowances were not implemented under Title IV.

Contractually, regarding SO2 and NOx allowances, Station Two units are stand- alone units.  There are no provisions  that I am aware of that directs either Big Rivers or HMP&L to offer the other party allowances beyond those obligated by the agreements.

Big Rivers should make every effort to amend the Contracts (as described above) as quickly as possible after the final rules are in place to avoid any misunderstandings between Big Rivers and HMP&L.  A dialogue should be started with HMP&L regarding the provisions of the new CSAPR law and how those provisions affect the Contracts.  Both Big Rivers and HMP&L will want to begin a dialogue regarding how the Contracts might be modified in order for the amended agreements to be in place by or before 2014.

I use 2014 as the critical agreement year because information provided to me by Eric Robeson demonstrates that until 2014 Station Two is anticipated to be long on both SO2 and NOx allowances.  While there are good reasons for amending the agreements as soon as possible, Big Rivers and HMP&L could agree to use the existing Exhibit C of the 2005 amendments regarding NOx allowance splits for a period of time.  And since there doesn’t appear to be any monetary effect on either Big Rivers or HMP&L regarding Station Two from SO2 allowances until 2014, both parties could split the CSAPR allowances under the current contract provisions.  I do not recommend this approach.

Big Rivers is considering several options to meet compliance under the new CSAPR.  Big Rivers should remain aware that the preferred option for Big Rivers may not necessarily be the preferred option for HMP&L.  

Recommendation

Begin a dialogue with HMP&L representatives as soon as possible regarding, the changes in law, the necessity to amend Contracts, Big Rivers (and HMP&L) options to meet future compliance, and have contract language available to be approved and implemented as soon as both Federal and Kentucky laws/regulations concerning CSAPR are final.   Toward the end of 2012 (seasonal or annual), Big Rivers could find itself in a short position on NOx allowances as a system.  The primary reason for this recommendation is that the existing agreements with HMP&L have no provisions for CSAPR as discussed in this paper.  See further discussions above. The negotiating sessions with HMP&L may be long and then the Contract approval process takes quite a long time including but not limited to approvals from Big Rivers board, HMP&L board, Henderson City Commission, RUS and Kentucky Public Service Commission.

The Designated Representative Agreement between Big Rivers, Tom Shaw, Mark Bertram and HMP&L should be amended to be effective by January 1, 2012 to reflect the new CSAPR law.  Additionally, there is a DR agreement between Tom Shaw, Mark Bertram and Big Rivers, which should also be amended to be effective by January 1, 2012. Otherwise, Tom and Mark have no authority under CSAPR.  

Should Big Rivers determine final CSAPR compliance options prior to the Contract amendments , provisions for those options could be incorporated in the amendments required because of CSAPR.  On the other hand, any amendments required because of final compliance programs could come at a later date.

[bookmark: _GoBack]Many thanks to Tom Shaw, Mark Bertram and Eric Robeson for providing data and information necessary to prepare this paper.
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